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Abstract. Material related limitations are one of the main challenges for the design

of future fusion reactors. Tungsten (W) as the primary material choice is considered

resilient against erosion, has the highest melting point of any metal and shows low

activation after neutron irradiation. However, W is intrinsically brittle and faces

operational embrittlement. To overcome these issues, W-based composites have been in

development. W fiber-reinforced W composite materials (Wf/W) incorporate extrinsic

toughening mechanisms allowing the redistribution of stress peaks and thus overcoming

the intrinsic brittleness problem.

In this contribution recent results on the incorporation of new textile preformes into

Wf/W production will be given with a focus on the production via chemical vapor

deposition of tungsten-based materials. The use of tungsten yarns, instead of single

wires for the textile production is elaborated.

1. Introduction1

Bulk tungsten (W) components are typically considered as the main candidate for2

plasma-facing comnpoents in the highly loaded divertor of existing and planned fusion3

reactors. Tungsten has a very low sputtering yield, the highest melting point of any4

metal, and behaves relatively well in terms of its properties after neutron irradiation.5

With respect to the interaction with the fusion fuel, tungsten shows low retention of6

hydrogen isotopes including tritium.7

Many current studies have addressed the issues related to qualify materials for8

ITER ‡ [1–4] and beyond. For the next step e.g. a Demonstration Reactor (DEMO),§9

the imposed limits for materials and components will be extremely challenging. Many of10

‡ https://www.iter.org
§ https://www.euro-fusion.org/programme/demo/
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the boundary conditions [5,6] to be imposed for the materials will be above the technical11

feasibility limits as they are set out today [3, 7].12

New concepts for plasma-facing components (PFCs) are being studied (see [2, 8],13

and references therein) concentrating on crack resilient materials with low activation,14

small or no fuel retention, extended lifetime with respect to low erosion and brittle15

failure.16

In this contribution the focus lies on the use of multifilament tungsten yarns, a17

concept introduced in [9]. These can play a major role in improving the behavior of18

tungsten fiber-reinforced tungsten Wf/W , cf section 2.19

While previously only the different yarn types were elaborated, this paper20

concentrates on the production of tungsten yarns ( section 3), the introduction into21

weaves(section 4), and the subsequent initial experiments on the introduction of yarn22

based weaves into a single layer of W-CVD matrix (section 5). In effect it is an attempt23

to evaluate the possibility of utilising multifilament yarns as base material for the24

production of high density CVD Wf/W with introducing high strength filaments.25

2. Tungsten Fiber-Reinforced Tungsten26

2.1. Composite Approach27

To overcome the brittleness of W a W fiber-reinforced W composite material (Wf/W ),28

incorporating extrinsic toughening mechanisms as described in [8,10] is being developed.29

The basic concept of materials such as Wf/W makes use of a composite approach.30

31

(a) Brittle material - Points represent

statistically varying UTS

(b) Ductile / Tough Material

Figure 1: Schematic view of the typical stress-strain behaviour for a material, e.g.

tungsten, when being brittle or ductile (tough)

Figure 1 visualises the issue of brittle materials, e.g. with tungsten. In 1(a), the32

stress-strain curve for a fully brittle material is shown. Failure occurs in a sudden33
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manner, immediately when the Ultimate Tensile Strength (UTS) is reached. UTS here34

is statistically distributed and not well defined as it is determined by the weakest point35

in the material (Weibull statistics).36

In 1(b), a material is shown with well defined material properties, with high37

toughness and ductility. The shown material is intrinsically failure tolerant, with no38

sudden failure and remains load bearing, beyond UTS, also allowing cyclic loading of39

the material.40

In order to improve the mechanical properties of brittle materials such as W several41

options had been considered: microstructural refinement, alloying or composites [11–17].42

Here we are briefly summarizing the Wf/W .43

2.2. Brief introduction on Wf/W44

Productions methods for Wf/W composites do include, either Chemical Vapor45

Deposition (CVD) [18, 19] or powder metallurgical (PM) processes [20–24]. Both46

methods are able to produce a high density composite.47

The chemical vapour deposition of tungsten was frequently used for the production48

of Wf/W as it allows low processing temperatures and a force-free production. The49

used process is the heterogeneous surface reaction of WF6 and H2 to form a solid W50

deposit and gaseous HF. This process is highly sensitive to the partial pressures as well51

as temperatures and the details are given in [25–27]52

In recent times both processes have been scaled to allow larger production as shown53

in figure 2. The examples shown are two Wf/W discs based on a short fiber composite54

utilising 2.4mm short W fibers.55

(a) Powder metallurgically produced

Wf/W produced similar to the pro-

cess as depicted in [20,22]

(b) SEM micrograph of a

fracture surface of CVD Wf/W

( based on [28]) showing both

the CVD matrix as well as the

unidirectional fibers

Figure 2: Example of PM Wf/W bulk material (a) as well as a typical fracture surface

of long-fiber CVD Wf/W (b)

Based on existing work [28–34], the basic proof-of-principle for both Wf/W56
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materials (PM and CVD Wf/W) was given. The typical construction of the composite is57

based on wires, coated with an oxide ceramic e.g. Y2O3 and a W-matrix. The interface58

is the main vehicle to enable pseudo-ductile behavior.59

Wf/W shows pseudo-ductile behaviour even at room temperature for both the60

PM and CVD routes. This means despite crack formation, load bearing capability is61

retained.62

One of the main aims for Wf/W when optimising the production process is to retain63

as many of the beneficial material properties of the constituents as possible. It is crucial64

to allow for optimal extrinsic toughening and pseudo-ductility. Here in particular the65

properties of the used wires and filaments are essential.66

The interplay between the interface and the strength of the fiber as well as the67

preform [30] are important for beneficial material properties. Here Yttria is an ideal68

candidate as interface material for the Wf/W composite due to its several advantageous69

properties: good thermal and chemical stability, high mechanical strength and hardness70

[35, 36] as well as low neutron activation. To improve the CVD Wf/W material71

multiple avenues are being pursued including CVD parameter optimisation [25–27].72

Here improving the textile preform as well as improving the CVD matrix production73

are among the most promising ones.74

2.3. Overview on Wires and Weaves75

For the use in Wf/W potassium doped W-wires are used as they essentially minimise76

the temperature induced embrittlement and as such allow the fibers or filaments to77

retain their ductility even after exposure to high temperatures (above 1500 K) [28].78

The toughening mechanism that is directly linked to this behaviour is the ductile fiber79

deformation [37, 38]. Properties of the fibers can however be degraded by various80

circumstances e.g. by impurities during fabrication [39, 40], high-temperatures or81

neutron irradiation during operation [41,42].82

For optimised Wf/W material properties tungsten preforms with advanced fiber83

types e.g. yarns can contribute by introducing better properties e.g. tensile strength84

at the point of production. From previous work it is known that the strength of the85

16µm filament is at 4500MPa significantly higher than the strength of the 150µm fiber86

(∼2500 MPa) (in the as-fabricated state) [9, 30].87

In the past, monofilaments with a diameter of 150µm (OSRAM) have been used88

to weave textile preforms to facilitate large scale CVD Wf/W production [10, 30].89

During the CVD process, the improvement of the Wf/W properties can be realised by90

optimising the process parameters, optimal fiber sizing (interface), and fiber positioning,91

with respect to fiber volume fraction, relative density, and WF6 consumption [27].92

However, the high stiffness of the woven tungsten fabric with 150µm diameter often93

presents some challenges, i.e. positioning of a flat preform during the CVD processes.94

In Figure 3, a typical weave produced from 150µm wire is shown. In order to improve95

these textile performs or weaves more flexible 16µm or 25µm fibers can be used. Here96
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Figure 3: Tungsten weave based on production described in [30] - The weaves are

55-60mm wide

the production of tungsten yarns as proposed in [9] and weaves as proposed can help.97

3. Tungsten Yarn98

In order to optimise the production of textile preforms by improving the more flexible99

and strong filaments yarns are being used. Here the benefit lies in the use of yarns to100

cohesively introduce the filaments in a way not to be limited by the small dimensions101

of the yarns during handling. Based on [9] braided yarns were selected.102

Braided yarns are based on a very versatile textile process, that offers various103

possible variation of the braid and the machine itself. Only the process of radial braiding104

is relevant for the work presented. Based on the process shown in 4(a) and the selection105

made in [9] the following yarn type is considered here: Triaxial braided yarns with106

overbraiding of core filaments (16 + 7 Filaments) (see Fig. 4(b) ). The filaments were107

supplied by OSRAM, similar to the weft wire for weaving and the original 150 micron108

wire used in the conventional Wf/W.109

(a) Principle of braiding [9] (b) Triaxial braid: sleeve

filaments (black) and non-

interlaced core filaments (red)

Figure 4: Procedures (a) and braiding (b) based on [9]

After the initial success in yarn production a larger amount of triaxial braided110

yarn with core filaments were industrially produced and used for weaving of advanced111

preforms. The braided yarn structures were fabricated based on the study in and112

manufactured by Bossert&Kast GmbH + Co. KG. 16 carriers were used and the braid113

pattern was selected to ”one over two, under two”. For details see [9].114
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: Structures of the individual yarns, showing both the cores and the sleeve

filaments. Image has been produced by optical emission light microscope (Zeiss Axios

Observer Z)

In contrast to the previous study 25µm filaments were used (cf Fig. 5) as the115

acting forces during the braiding process otherwise too many filaments were torn during116

production. The yarns structure otherwise is identical to the ones presented in [9]. The117

diameter of the yarns produced is around 195µm. The diameter being the envelop of118

the outermost filaments in the case of the braided yarn.119

4. Tungsten Weave120

The above described yarns are then woven similarly to the conventional process using121

a single wire. The superior weavability of the yarn allows a much more flexible122

textile preform to be manufactured, which in turn allows better placement during the123

production process. Here two types of weaves are being compared: A weave with the124

warp wire made from yarns and a classical 50µm tungsten filament in the weft direction125

and a second one utilising the identical yarn type in both warp and weft direction. Both126

weaves were based on the triaxial braid with 16 filaments + 7 core filaments.127

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Fotograph of a Mageba shuttle loom (type SL 1/80) during weaving (a) and

final weave (55mm wide) (b)
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A Mageba shuttle loom (type SL 1/80) ‖ weaving machine figure 6(a) was used to128

produce the weaves figure 6(b). The reed used for weaving has 21.7 dents per cm and129

a width of 60.5 mm, this lead to a total of 130 weft wires. This means the centre of130

each yarn is 460µm apart from the next. Both weaves show a good quality with some131

obvious differences in structure (Fig. 7).132

(a) Weave 1 based on yarn and

50µm weft wire

(b) Weave 2 based on yarn

weft and warp

Figure 7: Tungsten weaves (see section 4) produced based on the braided tungsten

yarn as described in section 3 - Images obtained via Zeiss optical microscope

While the weave with a single weft wire (weave 1) is relatively thin (350µm) (Fig.133

8(a)), the yarn only weave is almost 600 µm in thickness (Fig. 8(b)). In order to

(a) Weave based on yarn and 50µm

weft wire

(b) Weave based on yarn weft and

warp

Figure 8: Metallgraphic cuts through textile preforms - two types of weaves (images

made with Nikon Eclipse LV 150 NL).

134

optimise the CVD process these differences will play a role in order to mitigate porosity.135

5. W-Weaves with CVD Tungsten Matrix136

Tungsten weaves based on single wire (150 µm) are currently the standard way of137

introducing unidirectional tungsten fibers into the CVD tungsten matrix. Based on138

the optimisation weaving process developed in [30] weaves are prepared on the same139

Mageba shuttle loom (type SL 1/80) weaving machine and then introduced in the CVD140

reactor [25]. This results in layers with slightly undulating positions of the wires, due141

to the introduction of a 50 µm weft wire. In figure 9 the bottom layer of a CVD Wf/W142

composite is shown.143

‖ Mageba International GmbH, Bernkastel, Germany
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Figure 9: Bottom layer of CVD Wf/W based on figure in [25], the picture shows an

image via optical microscopy - white overlays highlight the simulated growth of CVD

W on the individual fibers.

In figure 9 also the growth of the CVD matrix is highlighted by an overlay of144

the different section / direction of the grain-growth. Based on the results attained145

in [25–27] it can be surmised that with optimised CVD process parameters all surfaces146

can be coated with CVD W at a nearly identical rate. Thus the matrix grows together147

and forms pores defined by the dimension and spacing of the wires. Figure 9 shows the148

typical structure that can be achieved. (For details refer to [25–27] ) As a first estimate149

it can be deduced that the optimal distance to minimise pores and maximise density is150

defined by a spacing between the fibers that is at least equal to twice the fiber radius or151

slightly larger. This is in consequence the reason that for the use of yarns the weaving152

distance needs to be adapted based on the slightly larger radius of 195 µm fiber.153

In figure 10 the very first CVD coating on yarn based W-weaves is shown. The154

coating was performed at a temperature of 500◦C, and a pressure of 130mbar.155

(a)

(b)

Figure 10: Tungsten weaves (see section 4) produced based on the braided tungsten

yarn as described in section 3 - Images obtained via a Carl Zeiss LEO DSM 982 (a) is

based on weave 1 and (b) on weave 2
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For both types of weaves (cf figure 7) a dense coating was achieved filling the gaps156

between the individual wires with no visible defects. At the edge of the heated zone a157

transition between the coated and non coated yarns is observed giving an initial insight158

into the issues related to the used of yarns. Figure 10 shows the view onto the coated159

surface with the yarns now incorporated into the tungsten matrix. As stated above and160

in more details described in [25–27] one expected the CVD matrix to grow evenly on161

all surfaces with identical temperatures. For individual wires a picture as in figure 9162

is produced. For a yarn containing as in this case 16+7 filaments each surface has to163

be considered individually and thus pores can be expected. In figure 11 a cut through

Figure 11: Bottom Layer of a yarn based CVD Wf/W after the coating process.

Weave is similar to the one shown in figure 7(a), At the top a cut through part of the

layer is shown, where as higher magnifications are shown at the bottom. The images

were taken with a Zeiss Axio Observer Z optical microscope.

164

one of the coated yarn based weaves is shown. Clearly one can see the CVD matrix165

growing away from the individual filaments as well as the yarn as a whole. Very clearly166

the above descirbed effect is visible where as soon as the gap between the individual167

wires or filaments is closed, no further matrix can be deposited due to lack of access168

for the precursors. For a yarn based CVD Wf/W this means that even though the169

spacing between the yarns can be optimised, some porosity within the yarn will remain.170

Here only the optimisation of the yarn structure will help. Overall the layer of yarn171

based CVD Wf/W shows a good adhesion to the heated surface, even grain growth and172

low porosity. Further tests on multilayer yarn based CVD Wf/W are in preparation to173

evaluate the overall ability to produce a composite structure with enhanced properties174

compared to the conventional single fiber material.175

In figure 11 one can also identify a small interlayer between matrix and filaments.176

This interlayer or interface is the aforementioned Y2O3. Coated in an in-house177

PVD process via magnetron sputtering [36] the coating can enable the pseudo-ductile178

behaviour. As the PVD process is line-of-sight based one can see that only the outer179

edges are coated, as seen in figure 11 and figure 12. In how far this will effect the180

composite behaviour is subject to further multilayer experiments including mechanical181
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Figure 12: SEM micrograph of the region surrounding a single filament showing from

left to right the overview of the filament and matrix, the W and Yttrium signals from

electron diffraction as well as close up view of the microstructure.

testing.182

6. Summary & Outlook183

In summary it can be stated that for the first time textile preforms for Wf/W utilising184

yarns were produced and these weaves were then successfully used for initial single layer185

CVD Wf/W production. The yarns are an industrial product and are available for186

further studies. Similarly the weave is based on a standardised technique thus also here187

good quality was reached as shown in section 4.188

Based on the work stated section 5 we know that in order to reach a fully dense189

material the ratio of distance between the individual wires must be at least as large as190

the distance between the individual layers during production, as otherwise the restricted191

gas flow will be resulting in increased porosity. These distance chosen here conforms to192

that measure and it is deomnstrated that at least a single layer can be produced with193

good quality and even growth. The only observed porosity here is related to the filament194

structure of the yarn, which can at this stage not be overcome. Further testing of these195

weaves in the CVD (Wf/W) production, in particular for multilayer composites is thus196

essential to study the density and fiber volume fraction, as well as the derived mechanical197

and thermal properties. These results open up the path towards CVD Wf/W with a198

much better layer placement, better density, and due to the superior filament strength199

also a material with better mechanical properties. The next step in production will be200

a 5 layer composite to produce small scale samples for 3 point bending tests.201
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